Certified Reiki Master
Accessing the Past, Present, or Future

The Certified Reiki Master has the ability to open the portal doorways to the past, to the present,
or to the future. These access doorways are a part of the attunement undertaken by a Reiki
Master. The flow of Reiki energy is all around us and is what sustains life on this planet. It is the
life force that governs us each and every day.
This life force resembles radio waves that are all around us. We cannot see radio waves, but our
radios can tune into any station whose frequency we select on the radio dial. These radio wave are
invisible to us, along with television signals, cellular telephone signals, CD radio signals, and all other
kinds of microwave signals.
So too are Reiki energy waves all around us. As a Reiki Master, you will learn how to use sacred
symbols and names that act as switches to access specific functions of the Reiki energy. Some
switches is like using a booster to increase the signal strength, others open doorways to the past,
present, or future.
Many traditional Reiki Masters who have studied for years to earn their certification are stuck in
rigid and narrow applications of Reiki energy. These rigid Masters believe that Reiki certification
must take time, which is also associated with charging the student high fees, to learn how to heal
with the Reiki energy.
My own Reiki Master does not believe in this philosophy. She taught her students that Reiki training
should be affordable and open to everyone who has a desire to learn. She taught us that Reiki is
more than just healing the sick, but is a way of life that surpasses the rigid understanding of many
traditional Reiki Masters. I follow in the same footsteps. I am making Reiki Master certification
available to everyone at a very low cost of $75, rather than the $1,000 plus charged by other
Masters.
Reiki training is not set in stone, as there are too many variations because Reiki evolved from two
different traditions. The Eastern and the Western versions. Most Masters in the West learned the

Western Traditions; the Eastern Traditions are just as valid and powerful. It does not matter
which tradition one is trained under because Reiki works just as strongly for both versions.
Reiki ener gy f lows const ant ly and when we use t he Usui and Tibet an symbols t o act as swit ches, we
can zoom in on specific needs. Reiki can be used to attract money, lose weight, stop annoying habits,
and block negative energy both for today and for the future. We can send Reiki energy into the
future to block negative energy or to attract money to us.
I can provide training so that within 48 hours you can become a Certified Reiki Master, if you do
not require long sessions, but rather can sit and read the material, learn the symbols, and conduct
your own self-attunement as outlined in the course material. You do not need to be a Reiki Level 1
and Reiki Level 2 to become a Reiki Master. These lower levels are only offered by traditional
Masters as a way of charging the student more money before they become a Reiki Master.
You can advance directly to the Reiki Master level by completing all of the course material through
self-study by working at your own pace in your own home. The course is not hard, but you do have to
know how to draw the symbols and say the sacred names, but how hard is this to learn? I am sixty
years old and I did it, so can you.
Kind regards,
Dr . Dave Oest er , Reiki Mast er

